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Introduction

Every Monday we had to work with are Astronomy Teacher Mr. Veikko. We built a 
telescope to find objects in the sky. We learned about constellations and we had a 
lot of fun.

Our experiment will be how faint of objects can we see with a homemade 
telescope.



Questions

How did  we come up to do astronomy? Well it started off with one of us. He said 
’’Do you want do do astronomy with me for SARSEF we said yes.  The questions 
we asked are: 

How dim of an object can we see? How accurate are we?

M31 M32 M76 these are all Messier objects. Two of these objects M31 M32 are 
galaxies. M76 is a planetary nebula.

M76 is the 

background  



Research
To help us with are research we have a astronomy teacher Mr. Veikko. We've been learning the parts of the telescope. After we learned about the telescope we 
learn how to find objects. We learned about light pollution and how it affects the sky. our astronomy teacher teaches us about m31, planets,nebulas and black 
holes are some of the things that we learn about. We will also use Stellarium web. This is Ultraviolet light mixes with light that we can see

Reds are longer wavelengths and blues shorter and green in a laser only the same color will go through.
When light goes through glass it slows down.
The more curved the shorter it goes.
Concave.
The closer you get it magnifies and makes it bigger.
The telescope has two lenses.

Nebula left over stuff in space or kind of a cloud that glows
Galaxy has stars and nebula Globular cluster
Nebula exploded star
There's a difference between a small lens and a big one
Latitude: place of a 3D object
Everything rotates around polaris
Full moon takes a longer time to set

M76 is the is the dimmest m31 and m32 are brighter.



Hypothesis/Prediction

Ethan: we think wherever the moon is we can still see m31. to see 
m76 it has to be perfect weather no moon no clouds no sport 
games neer us because it’s the dimmest object and the harder 
object to find in the sky. 
Jimmy: We think we can see m32 without a moon 
Group   Prediction: We think we will be able to find M31 & M32 But 
I don't think we will see M76 because it's the farthest and hardest.

M32 is the 
Background 



Procedures
We also built a telescope. Here is how we built it first you make a base out of wood that makes it rotate. Then we made the telescope part that we will 
see out of. We put a mirror inside so it reflects the light. Then we built wood around so it looks like a telescope. Then put in a eyepiece that we see 
through. Then we sanded the telescope for 30 min. Now it's ready it looks like this, we put little lines for coordinates. That is how we found are objects 
we look up the coordinates on stellarium web. We also have a little paper on the side of are telescope  that is how high we know to point are 
telescope.

 

Materials  Wood,Glue,Sanders,Waterproof Paint and Mirror.

Telescope we built

Base

The mirror 



Telescope

The telescope part where we see through and the main part

This part is how the telescope rotates 

Eye piece 

Telescope parts



Data:
On the following nights, we 
used the home made 
telescope to view these 
celestial bodies:

We were able to see M32, 
the Moon, Jupiter, Saturn. 
We were not able to see 
M31, M76



Conclusion/Discussion

Ethan: MY hypothesis was incorrect because I could not see M31 and there was a 
moon. I was correct  because. to see m76 it has to be perfect circumstances and the 
moon was out so we couldn't see it. 
Jimmy: We think we can see m32 without a moon. My hypothesis was correct we saw 
m32 two times one time it was partly cloudy and the other time It was not.
Group   Prediction: We think we will be able to find M31 & M32 But I don't think we will 
see M76 because it's the farthest and hardest.
 

You need a lot of patience to do astronomy.I learned that you can see and m32 but it is hard to see m76 and m31. Working on this 
project made us feel organized. We really liked working with Mr.Vekkio. I think that this project made us smarter and we love that we 
were able to work together. I hope you enjoyed our project.
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